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THE simplest explanation of Samba is that it 
is an Open Source implementation of

Microsoft’s Server Message Block (SMB) network proto-
col. Why is this significant? Microsoft Windows is the dom-
inant desktop environment, and interoperability — prefer-
ably seamless interoperability — of desktop machines with
Unix or Linux servers is a high priority at many
locations.

Microsoft operating systems have been
able to interact with TCP/IP networks
since Windows for Workgroups 3.11
(TCP/IP stacks could be added to
Windows 3.1 and earlier versions,
but were not part of the base prod-
uct). Many companies have sold
products designed to integrate tra-
ditional Unix services (such as
NFS) into the Windows environ-
ment; the best known of these is
probably the Hummingbird Exceed
suite, which contains an X Window
Server for Windows machines. However,
all of these products function as add-ons, and
Windows integration is a rarity.

Samba turns the problem on its head: Rather than requir-
ing client software on desktop boxes, it allows servers to
speak SMB natively. This means that these servers are able

to share files and printers so that they appear to
Windows clients as Windows machines offer-
ing those services. That way, any Windows
client with TCP/IP is able to use a Linux server
configured with Samba as if it were simply anoth-
er Windows machine enabled with file and printer

sharing.
This is obviously a boon

to organizations with het-
erogeneous envi-

r o n m e n t s
containing
both Linux
(whether S/390-based
or not) and Windows
machines. Samba enables both
file and print sharing and Win-

dows-style authentication, so it
becomes an easy and effective way

to leverage resources on large sys-
tems for transparent access from

Windows clients. Next month, I will
examine in detail how Samba can, for exam-

ple, enable easy printing from Windows clients to
channel-attached printers.

This month, I will concentrate on the installation of
Samba. First, I will consider installing version 2.0 that
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ships with SuSE Linux 7.0 for S/390; then
I will examine how to patch it to a current
release level. Next, I will show you how to
install Samba 2.2 from source. I will
briefly discuss the configuration files, but
for the most part, I will leave them until
next month, when I will show you how to
use Samba to solve some common net-
work problems.

INSTALLING SAMBA FROM THE
SUSE DISTRIBUTION

This is just about as easy as it can be. You
can find Samba in the “n” (network) series
of packages. All you have to do is select it
for installation using YaST (Yet Another
Setup Tool), and start the install. YaST will
grab the package for you, extract it, write
the necessary configuration files, and add
the appropriate line (START_SMB=”yes”)
to /etc/rc.config to control automatic start-
ing of Samba at boot time. In fact, in a
default installation, Samba is already selected.
Version 2.07 ships with SuSE 7.0, and later
in this article I will describe some inherent
problems with this version.

The “smbclient” package, selected by
default, is an ftp-like client used to access
SMB/CIFS resources on other systems such
as shared files and printers. This will be
important next month, when you learn how to
exploit the interoperability of Linux and how
it serves as a file sharing and printing hub.

You may want to also install pam_smb
(also from series “n”). This Pluggable
Authentication Module (PAM) library
allows you to authenticate users against
an NT domain controller. If you are look-
ing for an easy way to do single sign-on in
your network, and you already have an
NT PDC providing authentication for
desktop users, this is a good bet. Further,
it may provide you with an easier way to
do single sign-on in a Linux environment
than messing with NIS: There is no reason
you cannot tell your client system to
authenticate against an “NT PDC” that is
really a Linux machine running the
Samba server.

This is a reoccurring theme with Samba:
Although its design facilitates Linux-to-
Windows connectivity, there is no reason
you cannot use it among Linux or Unix
machines. There are sites that base their
entire shared file structure on Samba rather
than NFS, even though their environment is
predominantly Unix.

SAMBA — MINIMAL
CONFIGURATION

Samba’s configuration file will be
installed in /etc/smb.conf. This file is pretty
well commented, and for a site with simple
needs, it should be sufficient. However,
more thorough documentation is available
at /usr/share/doc/packages/samba. This
directory contains the set of documentation
current with 2.07, and www.samba.org/
has the most up-to-date online documenta-
tion available.

For your purposes, you need to know that
the smb.conf file is divided into sections set
apart by their names in square brackets.
Each section specifies a particular shared
resource, except for three special sections
—”global”, “homes”, and “printers” —
which specify global options, options for
sharing home directories only to those
users, and print options, respectively. The
start of a typical smb.conf file — the tradi-
tional location for the “global” section —
might look similar to Figure 1.

This is a very simple set up. It assumes
that the Samba server will live in a work-
group named PENGUIN, that guest access
from the Windows side of the network
will map to the Linux user “nobody,” and
that it will send a keep-alive packet every
30 seconds.

The “os level” directive allows you to
specify this machine’s priority for negoti-
ating elections to be the master browser.
A value of “0” means Windows machines
always win; higher than 32 and Samba
always wins. The “kernel oplocks” direc-
tive does not work under Linux 2.2, but it
may under 2.4. This directive allows the
kernel to manage synchronization
between Samba and local or NFS file
access, which ensures data consistency.
When this works correctly, you can use
Samba as a file-serving hub just as safely
as a print-serving hub. I will cover this in
more detail next month.

“Security = user” means that authentica-
tion happens by mapping supplied user
names to Unix userids and authenticating
against the smbpasswd file on the Unix
system (with encrypted passwords, Samba
cannot fall back to checking Unix pass-
words). This is the default. Also of interest
is “security = share”, which allows you to
set passwords for particular resources
(analogous to a minidisk access password
under VM). “Security = server” simply

punts the authentication off to some other
machine within the workgroup. Finally,
“Security = domain” authenticates against
a Domain Controller and places the host in
the correct domain; this PDC could be a
Linux machine running Samba. I will
demonstrate how to use this option more
next month. “encrypt passwords” does just
that, and all versions of Windows since
Windows 98 and Windows NT 4.0 Service
Pack 3 have used encrypted passwords by
default. Encrypted is obviously better than
cleartext if your clients can function with
encrypted passwords.

“Printing = BSD” here specifies that
printing is BSD-style (lpr/lpd); AIX,
LPRNG, PLP, SYSV, HPUX, QNX, and
SOFTQ are all also supported, but most of
those systems can use an lpr-style interface,
so BSD is the most generic. You really do
not have to specify “printcap name” since
/etc/printcap is the default. The entry “load
printers = yes” means “export anything you
find in the printcap file.” This means that
you do not have to individually specify
your printers.

Finally, “wins support = no” means that
you do not act as a WINS server. WINS
provides name service within an SMB envi-
ronment. Most Windows machines will
happily fall back to DNS if no WINS server
exists. You can modify this for complicated
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[global]
workgroup = PENGUIN
guest account = nobody
keep alive = 30
os level = 0
kernel oplocks = false
security = user
encrypt passwords = yes
printing = bsd
printcap name = /etc/printcap
load printers = yes
wins support = no

FIGURE 1: THE [GLOBAL] SECTION 

[homes]
browseable = no
read only = no
preserve case = yes
short preserve case = yes
create mode = 0750

FIGURE 2: THE [HOMES] SECTION 

[printers]
path = /usr/spool/samba
guest ok = yes
printable = yes

FIGURE 3: THE [PRINTERS] SECTION 
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Windows network setups, but it is usually
not necessary.

The [homes] section provides a way to
create services on the fly for particular
users. When a user connects, if the user-
name has no share, the system creates a new
share using the defaults in the [homes] sec-
tion. See Figure 2.

This example specifies that you cannot
browse the [homes] section (but individual
users can be browsed) and that authenti-
cated users can write to [homes]. This is
the usual way to make a user’s home
directory visible (to the user) without
going through an additional layer. Case
will be preserved, which is useful since
Unix file systems are case-sensitive
whereas Windows file systems are not,
and any new files created by Unix users
will have permissions of -rwxr-x---; this is
necessary since Windows does not have
the same file permission concepts as Unix.

Now take a look at the [printers] section,
shown in Figure 3. Of these, the important
option is “printable = yes”; without this, no
one can print. “Path” specifies a path to a
directory that the guest user (and all
authenticated users) can print to, which
usually implies a directory with permis-
sions 1777 (the “sticky bit” should be set
so that users can only delete their own
files). “Guest ok = yes” allows you to use
the Unix “nobody” user to print files; if
you do not want a truly public share, you
would set it to “no,” thereby restricting use
to authenticated users.

Next month, I will examine other
options that you may want to tweak in
smb.conf. However, these will certainly get
you started. Now let us look at upgrading
Samba to a more secure version. Then, I
will show you how to bite the bullet and
put 2.2 into play.

UPGRADING SUSE TO 2.08

Version 2.0.8 is the most recent version
of Samba that SuSE provides. Its most
notable feature is that it fixes a major
security hole in 2.07 that could give
remote access to the machine. As far as
anyone knows, no one has exploited this
hole on the S/390 architecture, but better
safe than sorry.

Version 2.0.8 is not the most recent
Samba, even in the 2.0 tree; 2.0.10 is current
as of this writing, and fixes a few more
bugs, some even security-related. However,
2.0.8 is better than 2.0.7. Moving beyond
2.0.8 would require recompiling Samba
from source, and if you are going to do that,
you might as well go all the way to 2.2,
which I will demonstrate how to do in the
next section.

To get 2.0.8, FTP to ftp.suse.com, log in
anonymously, change directories to
/pub/suse/s390/updates/7.0/n1, and retrieve
samba.rpm and smbclnt.rpm. Once you
have those, from the command line enter
rpm -i samba.rpm and rpm -i smbclnt.rpm
to install the new versions.

INSTALLING SAMBA 2.2

This does not make you completely cur-
rent: Samba 2.2 is available. In addition to
fixing security holes, it enables two more
features, which you will find very useful
next month. The first is that Samba 2.2
can act as an NT domain controller even
to Windows 2000 clients (Samba 2.0
works with Windows 98 or NT clients, but
will not act as a domain controller for
Windows 2000). The second is that it can
use the MS-RPC architecture, rather than
the LAN Manager architecture, for print-
ing. This means that print status is more
accurate, and, best of all, you can set up a
share so that print users can download
drivers on demand, just as they would
from a real NT print server. The benefit of
all this is that it becomes much easier to
run a network with many current
Windows clients without resorting to a
Microsoft server.

The first task is to get the current files.
The easiest way to do this is to point your
Web browser at http://www.samba.org/,
pick a nearby mirror, and wander through
the links until you arrive at the download
section. Note that you can link to new
releases from the home page.

Once you download this, change to an
appropriate directory (I always use /usr/
local/src); untar it with tar xvfz, and change
to the samba-version directory.

By default, Samba will configure itself to
install in /usr/local/samba. If you want to

replace your existing Samba installation,
you could run the following:

./configure —prefix=/usr

However, I do not recommend using this com-
mand; instead, put it under /usr/local/samba,
and then edit /etc/rc.d/samba to point at the
new copy. This makes it much easier to
revert to the previous version if anything
goes wrong. The basic installation steps
then become:

./configure
make
make install

Next, copy /etc/smb.conf to /usr/local/
samba/etc, run /etc/rc.d/samba stop, edit
/etc/rc.d/samba to reference the Samba
installation in /usr/local/samba, and /etc/
rc.d/samba start.

Now you are running Samba 2.2 with the
same configuration as Samba 2.0. Easy,
wasn’t it?

CONCLUSION

Here I have shown you how to install
Samba at three different software release
levels, and have briefly examined how to set
up and configure Samba. Next month, I will
demonstrate how to use Samba to provide
access to files from Windows clients and as
a printer-sharing tool. I will briefly investi-
gate a network architecture that allows
Windows clients to print to channel-attached
printers, as well as one that allows mainframe
users to print to Windows-attached printers.
In each case, the core component of the
architecture will be a Linux guest machine
running Samba.  
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